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MOTIVATION

1) Labor supply responses to taxation are of fundamental im-
portance for income tax policy [efficiency costs and optimal
tax formulas]

2) Labor supply responses along many dimensions:

(a) Intensive: hours of work on the job, intensity of work,
occupational choice [including education]

(b) Extensive: whether to work or not [e.g., retirement and
migration decisions]

3) Reported earnings for tax purposes can also vary due to (a)
tax avoidance [legal tax minimization], (b) tax evasion [illegal
under-reporting]

4) Different responses in short-run and long-run: long-run re-
sponse most important for policy but hardest to estimate
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OUTLINE

1) Labor Supply Elasticity Estimation: Methodological Issues

2) Estimates of hours/participation elasticities

3) Responses to low-income transfer programs (EITC)

4) Inter-temporal Labor Supply Models

5) Macro Estimates of Labor Supply

6) Elasticity of Taxable Income
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STATIC MODEL: SETUP

Baseline model: (a) static, (b) linearized tax system, (c) pure
intensive margin choice, (d) single hours choice, (e) no fric-
tions

Let c denote consumption and l hours worked, utility u(c, l)
↑ c, and ↓ l

Individual earns wage w per hour (net of taxes) and has y in
non-labor income

[key example: pre-tax wage rate wp and linear tax system with
tax rate τ and grant G ⇒ c = wp(1− τ)l +G]

Individual solves

max
c,l

u(c, l)

subject to c = wl + y
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LABOR SUPPLY BEHAVIOR

FOC: wuc+ul = 0 defines uncompensated (Marshallian) labor

supply function lu(w, y)

Uncompensated elasticity of labor supply: εu = (w/l)∂lu/∂w

[% change in hours when net wage w ↑ by 1%]

Income effect parameter: η = w∂l/∂y ≤ 0: $ increase in earn-

ings if person receives $1 extra in non-labor income

Compensated (Hicksian) labor supply function lc(w, u) which

minimizes cost wl− c st to constraint u(c, l) ≥ u.

Compensated elasticity of labor supply: εc = (w/l)∂lc/∂w > 0

Slutsky equation: ∂lc/∂w = ∂l/∂w − l∂l/∂y ⇒ εc = εu − η
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IMPORTANT SPECIAL CASE: NO INCOME

EFFECTS

Quasi-linear utility function u(c, l) = c− h(l)

maxlwl + y − h(l) ⇒ h′(l) = w

⇒ Marshallian lu(w, y) = l(w) labor supply independent of y

⇒ Hicksian lc(w, u) = l(w) labor supply independent of y [par-

allel indifference curves]

⇒ Identical uncompensated and compensated labor supply

⇒ η = 0 and εc = εu > 0

Iso-elastic utility function: u(c, l) = c− al
1+1/ε

1+1/ε ⇒ w = C · lε
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BASIC CROSS SECTION ESTIMATION

Data on hours or work, wage rates, non-labor income started
becoming available in the 1960s when first micro surveys and
computers appeared:

Simple OLS regression:

li = α+ βwi + γyi +Xiδ + εi

wi is the net-of-tax wage rate

yi measures non-labor income [including spousal earnings for
couples]

Xi are demographic controls [age, experience, education, etc.]

β measures uncompensated wage effects, and γ income effects
[can be converted to εu, η]
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BASIC CROSS SECTION RESULTS

1. Male workers [primary earners when married] (Pencavel,

1986 survey):

a) Small effects εu = 0, η = −0.1, εc = 0.1 with some variation

across estimates (sometimes εc < 0).

2. Female workers [secondary earners when married] (Killingsworth

and Heckman, 1986):

Much larger elasticities on average, with larger variations across

studies. Elasticities go from zero to over one. Average around

0.5. Significant income effects as well

Female labor supply elasticities have declined overtime as women

become more attached to labor market
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PROBLEMS WITH OLS ESTIMATION OF LABOR

SUPPLY EQUATION

1) Econometric issues

a) Unobserved heterogeneity [tax instruments]

b) Measurement error in wages and division bias [tax instru-
ments]

c) Selection into labor force [selection models]

d) Endogenous tax rates [non-linear budget set methods]

2) Extensive vs. intensive margin responses [participation
models]

3) Non-hours responses [taxable income]
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ISSUE 1: w correlated with tastes for work

li = α+ βwi + γyi + εi

Identification is based on cross-sectional variation in wi: com-
paring hours of work of highly skilled individuals (high wi) to
hours of work of low skilled individuals (low wi)

If highly skilled workers have more taste for work (independent
of the wage effect), then εi is positively correlated with wi
leading to an upward bias in OLS

Plausible scenario: hard workers acquire better education and
hence have higher wages

Controlling for Xi can help but can never be sure that we have
controlled for all the factors correlated with wi and tastes for
work: Omitted variable bias ⇒ Tax changes provide more
compelling identification
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ISSUE 2: Measurement error in hours

In general w computed as earnings / hours ⇒ Can create

division bias

Let l∗ denote true hours, l observed hours

Compute w = e/l where e is earnings

⇒ log l = log l∗+ µ

⇒ logw = log e− log l = log e− log l∗ − µ = logw∗ − µ

Spurious negative correlation between log l and logw [e.g,

workers with high misreported hours also have low imputed

wages] biasing elasticity estimate downward

Solution: tax instruments again
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ISSUE 3: Non-participation

Consider model with fixed costs of working, where some indi-
viduals choose not to work

Wages are unobserved for non-labor force participants

Thus, OLS regression on workers only includes observations
with li > 0

This can bias OLS estimates: low wage earners must have
very high unobserved propensity to work to find it worthwhile

Requires a selection correction pioneered by Heckman in 1970s
(e.g. Heckit, Tobit, or ML estimation): problem is that iden-
tification is based on strong functional form assumptions [See
Killingsworth and Heckman (1986) for implementation]

Current approach: use panel data to distinguish entry/exit
from intensive-margin changes
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Extensive vs. Intensive Margin

Related issue: want to understand effect of taxes on labor
force participation decision

With fixed costs of work, individuals may jump from non-
participation to part time or full time work (non-convex budget
set)

This can be handled using a discrete choice model:

P = φ(α+ ε log(1− τ)− ηy)

where P ∈ {0,1} is an indicator for whether the individual
works

Function φ typically specified as logit, probit, or linear prob
model

Note: here it is critical to have tax variation; regression cannot
be run with wage variation
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Non-hours responses

Traditional literature focused purely on hours of work and labor
force participation

Problem: income taxes distort many margins beyond hours of
work

a) Non-hours margins may be more important quantitatively

b) Hours very hard to measure (most ppl report 40 hours per
week)

Two solutions in modern literature:

a) Focus on total earnings (wl) [or taxable income] as a broader
measure of labor supply

b) Focus on subgroups of workers for whom hours are better
measured, e.g. taxi drivers
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ISSUE 4: NON-LINEAR BUDGET SETS

Actual tax system is not linear but piece-wise linear with vary-
ing marginal tax rate τ due to (a) means-tested transfer pro-
grams, (b) progressive individual income tax, (c) ceiling in
payroll tax

Individual maximization problem:

maxu(wpl − T (wpl), l) ⇒ FOC ucwp(1− T ′) + ul = 0

Same theory applies when considering the linearized tax system
c = wl+y with w = wp(1−T ′) and y defined as virtual income
(intercept of budget with x-axis when setting l = 0)

Main complications: (a) w [and y] become endogenous to
choice of l, (b) FOC may not hold if individual bunches at a
kink, (c) FOC may not characterize the optimum choice
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Non-Linear Budget Set Estimation: Virtual Incomes
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ISSUE 4: NON-LINEAR BUDGET SETS

Non-linear budget set creates two problems:

1) Model mis-specification: OLS regression no longer recovers
structural elasticity parameter ε of interest

Two reasons: (a) underestimate response because people pile
up at kink and (b) mis-estimate income effects

2) Econometric bias: τi depends on income wili and hence on
li

Tastes for work are positively correlated with τi → downward
bias in OLS regression of hours worked on net-of-tax rates

Solution to problem #2: only use reform-based variation in
tax rates. But problem #1 requires fundamentally different
estimation method
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NON-LINEAR BUDGET SET METHOD

Issue addressed by non linear budget set studies pioneered by

Hausman in late 1970s (Hausman, 1985 PE handbook chap-

ter)

Method uses a structural model of labor supply

Key point: the method uses the standard cross-sectional vari-

ation in pre-tax wages wp for identification. Taxes are seen as

a problem to deal with rather than an opportunity for identi-

fication.

New literature identifying labor supply elasticities using tax

changes has a totally different perspective: taxes are seen as

an opportunity to identify labor supply
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NON-LINEAR BUDGET SET METHOD

1) Assume an uncompensated labor supply equation:

l = α+ βw(1− τ) + γy + ε

2) Error term ε is normally distributed with variance σ2

3) Observed variables: wi, τi, yi, and li

4) Technique: (a) construct likelihood function given observed

labor supply choices on NLBS, (b) find parameters (α, β, γ)

that maximize likelihood

5) Important insight: need to use “virtual incomes” in lieu of

actual unearned income with NLBS
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NLBS Likelihood Function (2 brackets)

Individual can locate on first bracket, on second bracket, or at
the kink lK

Likelihood = probability that we see individual i at labor supply
li given a parameter vector

Decompose likelihood into three components

Component 1: individual i on first bracket: 0 < li < lK

li = α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1 + εi

Error εi = li− (α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1). Likelihood:Li = φ((li−
(α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1)/σ)

Component 2: individual i on second bracket: lK < li: Li =
φ((li − (α+ βwi(1− τ2) + γy2)/σ)
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NLBS Likelihood Function

Now consider individual i located at the kink point

1) If tax rate is τ1 and virtual income y1 individual wants to
work l > lK

2) If tax is τ2 and virtual income y2 individual wants to work
l < lK

3) These inequalities imply:

α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1 + εi > lK > α+ βwi(1− τ2) + γy2 + εi
lK − (α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1 < εi < lK − (α+ βwi(1− τ2) + γy2)

4) Contribution to likelihood is probability that error lies in
this range:

Li = Ψ[(lK − (α+ βwi(1− τ2) + γy2))/σ]

−Ψ[(lK − (α+ βwi(1− τ1) + γy1))/σ]
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation

1) Log likelihood function is L =
∑
i logLi

2) Final step is solving

maxL(α, β, γ, σ)

3) In practice, likelihood function much more complicated be-

cause of more kinks, non-convexities, and covariates

4) But basic technique remains the same
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Hausman (1981) Application

1) Hausman applies method to 1975 PSID cross-section

a) Finds significant compensated elasticities and large income

effects

b) Elasticities larger for women than for men

2) Shortcomings of this implementation

a) Sensitivity to functional form choices, which is a larger issue

with structural estimation

b) No tax reforms, so does not solve fundamental econometric

problem that tastes for work may be correlated with w
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NLBS and Bunching at Kinks

Subsequent studies obtain different estimates (MaCurdy, Green,
and Paarsh 1990, Blomquist 1995)

a) Several studies find negative compensated wage elasticity
estimates

b) Debate: impose requirement that compensated elasticity is
positive or conclude that data rejects model?

Fundamental source of problem: labor supply model predicts
that individuals should bunch at the kink points of the tax
schedule

a) But we observe very little bunching at kinks (Heckman vs.
Hausman), so model is rejected by the data

b) Interest in NLBS models diminished despite their conceptual
advantages over OLS methods
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Bunching at Kinks (Saez AEJ-EP’10)

1) The only non-parametric source of identification for inten-
sive elasticity in a single cross-section of earnings is amount
of bunching at kinks

2) All other tax variation is contaminated by heterogeneity in
tastes

3) Develops method of using bunching at kinks to estimate
the compensated income elasticity

4) Idea: if this simple, non-parametric method does not re-
cover positive compensated elasticities, then little value in ad-
ditional structure of NLBS models

Formula for elasticity:εc = dz/z∗

dt/(1−t) = excess mass at kink /
change in NTR
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Bunching at Kinks (Saez, 2009)

1) Saez implements this method using individual tax return

micro data (IRS public use files) from 1960 to 2004

2) Advantage of dataset over PSID: very little measurement

error

3) Finds bunching around:

a) First kink point of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC),

especially for self-employed

b) At threshold of the first tax bracket where tax liability starts,

especially in the 1960s when this point was very stable

4) However, no bunching observed around all other kink points
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EITC Amount as a Function of Earnings
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Figure 3. Earnings Density Distributions and the EITC 
The figure displays the histogram of earnings (by $500 bins) for tax filers with one dependent child (Panel 
A) and tax filers with two or more dependent children (Panel B). The histogram includes all years 1995-
2004 and inflates earnings to 2008 dollars using the IRS inflation parameters (so that the EITC kinks are 
aligned for all years). Earnings are defined as wages and salaries plus self-employment income (net of one-
half of the self-employed payroll tax). The EITC schedule is depicted in dashed line and the three kinks are 
depicted with vertical lines. Panel A is based on 57,692 observations (representing 116 million tax returns) 
and Panel B on 67,038 observations (representing 115 million returns). 
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A) and tax filers with two or more dependent children (Panel B). The histogram includes all years 1995-
2004 and inflates earnings to 2008 dollars using the IRS inflation parameters (so that the EITC kinks are 
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and Panel B on 67,038 observations (representing 115 million returns). 
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Taxable Income Density, 1960-1969: Bunching around First Kink
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Figure 9. Taxable Income Density, 1988-2002 
The figure displays the histogram of taxable income for married joint tax filers (Panel A) and single tax 
filers (excluding heads of households) (Panel B). The data include years 1988 to 2002. Histograms are 
computed using population weights (unweighted sample sizes for Panel A and B histograms are 368,173 
and 239,225 respectively representing population sizes of 594 million and 587 million tax filers). Taxable 
income is defined as Adjusted Gross Income minus personal exemptions minus the maximum of the 
standard or itemized deductions, and is expressed in 2008 dollars. The marginal tax rate schedule is 
displayed in dashed line. Both the first and second kink points are displayed by the vertical lines on the 
graph and are exactly aligned in all years as the tax system is indexed for inflation (see Table 3). 
 



Friedberg 2000: Social Security Earnings Test

1) Uses CPS data on labor supply of retirees receiving Social
Security benefits

2) Studies bunching based on responses to Social Security
earnings test

3) Earnings test: phaseout of SS benefits with earnings above
an exempt amount around $14K/year

4) Today: Phaseout rate varies by age group: 50% (below
66), 33% (age 66), 0 (above 66)

5) Friedberg exploits 1983 reform (CPS age = age + 1):

(a) Before: test up to age 71, no test at age 72+

(b) After: test up to age 69, no test at age 70+
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However, the econometric application of the piecewise
linear budget constraint method has been called into ques-
tion by the work of MaCurdy et al. (1990). They, and
Pencavel (1986) earlier, showed that the probability of
locating at a convex interior kink is positive—and the log
likelihood is de� ned—only if the estimated coefficients
yield a positive compensated substitution effect. When this

condition was not satis� ed, researchers imposed it by
constraining the income coefficient to be negative. MaCurdy
et al. suggested further that the piecewise linear budget
constraint method automatically imposes a positive compen-
sated effect. Blomquist (1995) explained that this conclusion
is not warranted. The compensated effect may be estimated
to be positive without the researcher imposing it, and

FIGURE 3-A.—EARNINGS DISTRIBUTION, 1980–81 FIGURE 3-B.—EARNINGS DISTRIBUTION, 1980–81

FIGURE 3-C.—EARNINGS DISTRIBUTION, 1984–86 FIGURE 3-D.—EARNINGS DISTRIBUTION, 1984–86

Note: In 1983 the earnings test was eliminated for 70–71 year olds (71–72 year olds in the following March CPS) but was not changed for 62–69 year olds. See Figure 2 note.

55EFFECTS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY EARNINGS TEST
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Friedberg 2000: Estimates

1) Estimates elasticities using Hausman method, finds rela-

tively large compensated and uncompensated elasticities

2) Ironically, lost social security benefits are considered delayed

retirement with an actuarial adjustment of future benefits ⇒
(a) No kink if person has average life expectancy, (b) kink if

person has less than average life expectancy

3) So the one kink where we do find real bunching is actually

not real! (people may not understand rules, or have myopia)
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Why not more bunching at kinks?

1) True intensive elasticity of response may be small

2) Randomness in income generation process: Saez, 2002
shows that year-to-year income variation too small to erase
bunching if elasticity is large

3) Information and salience

a) Liebman and Zeckhauser: “Schmeduling”(behavioral model
where individuals confuse MTR with average tax rate)

b) Chetty and Saez (2009): information significantly affects
bunching in EITC field experiment

4) Adjustment costs and institutional constraints (Chetty et
al 2009)
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Chetty, Friedman, Olsen, and Pistaferri (2009)

1) If workers face adjustment costs, may not reoptimize in

response to tax changes of small size and scope in short run

a) Search costs, costs of acquiring information about taxes

b) Institutional constraints imposed by firms (e.g. 40 hour

week)

2) Could explain why macro studies find larger elasticities

3) Question: How much are elasticity estimates affected by

frictions?
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Chetty et al. 2009: Model

1) Firms post jobs with different hours offers

2) Workers draw from this distribution and must pay search

cost to reoptimize

3) Therefore not all workers locate at optimal choice

4) Bunching at kink and observed responses to tax reforms

attenuated
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Chetty et al. 2009: Testable Predictions

Model generates three predictions:

1) [Size] Larger tax changes generate larger observed elastic-

ities

Large tax changes are more likely to induce workers to search

for a different job

2) [Scope] Tax changes that apply to a larger group of workers

generate larger observed elasticities

Firms tailor jobs to preferences of common workers

3) [Search Costs] Workers with lower search costs exhibit

larger elasticities from individual bunching
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Cost of Bunching at Bracket Cutoff Points in Tax Schedule
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Chetty et al. 2009: Data

Matched employer-employee panel data with admin tax records

for full population of Denmark

1) Income vars: wage earnings, capital and stock income,

pension contributions

2) Employer vars: tenure, occupation, employer ID

3) Demographics: education, spouse ID, kids, municipality

Sample restriction: Wage-earners aged 15-70, 1994-2001

Approximately 2.42 million people per year
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Chetty et al. 2009: Results

1) Search costs attenuate observed behavioral responses sub-

stantially

2) Firm responses and coordination critical for understanding

behavior: individual and group elasticities may differ signifi-

cantly

3) NLBS models may fit data better if these factors are incor-

porated

4) Standard method of estimating elasticities using small tax

reforms on same data yields close-to-zero elasticity estimate
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Natural Experiment Labor Supply Literature

Literature exploits variation in taxes/transfers to estimate Hours

and Participation Elasticities

1) Return to simple model where we ignore non-linear budget

set issues

2) Large literature in labor/Public economics estimates effects

of taxes and wages on hours worked and participation

3) Now discuss some estimates from this older literature
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Negative Income Tax (NIT) Experiments

1) Best way to resolve identification problems: exogenously
increase the marginal tax rate with a randomized experiment

2) NIT experiment conducted in 1960s/70s in Denver, Seattle,
and other cities

3) First major social experiment in U.S. designed to test pro-
posed transfer policy reform

4) Provided lump-sum welfare grants G combined with a steep
phaseout rate τ (50%-80%) [based on family earnings]

5) Analysis by Rees (1974), Munnell (1986) book, Ashenfelter
and Plant JOLE’90, and others

6) Several groups, with randomization within each; approx. N
= 75 households in each group
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NIT Experiments: Ashenfelter and Plant 1990

1) Present non-parametric evidence of labor supply effects

2) Compare implied benefit payments to treated vs. control
households

3) Difference in benefit payments reflects aggregates hours
and participation responses

4) This is the relevant parameter for expenditure calculations
and potentially for welfare analysis (revenue method of calcu-
lating DWL)

5) Shortcoming: approach does not decompose estimates into
income and substitution effects and intensive vs. extensive
margin

6) Hard to identify the key elasticity relevant for policy pur-
poses and predict labor supply effect of other programs
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NIT Experiments: Findings

1) Significant labor supply response but small overall

2) Implied earnings elasticity for males around 0.1

3) Implied earnings elasticity for women around 0.5

4) Academic literature not careful to decompose response

along intensive and extensive margin

5) Response of women is concentrated along the extensive

margin (can only be seen in official govt. report)

6) Earnings of treated women who were working before the

experiment did not change much
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Problems with NIT Experimental Design

Estimates from NIT not considered fully credible due to several
shortcomings:

1) Self reported earnings: Treatments had financial incen-
tives to under-report earnings ⇒ Lesson: need to match with
administrative records [Greenberg and Halsey JOLE’83]

2) Selective attrition:

After initial year, data collected based on voluntary income
reports by families ⇒ Those in less generous groups/far above
break-even point had much less incentive to report ⇒ Attrition
rates higher in these groups ⇒ No longer a random sample of
treatment + controls [Ashenfelter-Plant JOLE’90]

3) Response might be smaller than real reform b/c of General
Equilibrium effects
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Social Experiments: Costs/Benefits

1) Cost of NIT experiments: around $1 billion (in today’s
dollars)

2) Huge cost for a social experiment but trivial relative to
budget of the US federal government ($3 trillion)

3) Should the government do more experimentation? Poten-
tial benefits:

a) Narrow the standard error around estimates

b) Allow implementation of better tax and redistribution policy

[Literature on optimal experimenting in engineering and agri-
culture but never applied to economics, pb. is instability of
parameters]
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From true experiment to “natural experiments”

True experiments are costly to implement and hence rare

However, real economic world (nature) provides variation that
can be exploited to estimate behavioral responses ⇒ “Natural
Experiments”

Natural experiments sometimes come very close to true ex-
periments: Imbens, Rubin, Sacerdote AER ’01 did a survey of
lottery winners and non-winners matched to Social Security
administrative data to estimate income effects

Lottery generates random assignment conditional on playing

Find significant but relatively small income effects: η = w∂l/∂y

between -0.05 and -0.10

Identification threat: differential response-rate among groups
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FIGURE 2. PROPORTION WITH POSITIVE EARNINGS FOR NONWINNERS, WINNERS, AND BIG WINNERS 

Note: Solid line = nonwinners; dashed line = winners; dotted line = big winners. 

type accounts, including IRA's, 401(k) plans, 
and other retirement-related savings. The sec- 
ond consists of stocks, bonds, and mutual funds 
and general savings.13 We construct an addi- 
tional variable "total financial wealth," adding 
up the two savings categories.14 Wealth in the 
various savings accounts is somewhat higher 
than net wealth in housing, $133,000 versus 
$122,000. The distributions of these financial 
wealth variables are very skewed with, for ex- 
ample, wealth in mutual funds for the 414 re- 
spondents ranging from zero to $1.75 million, 
with a mean of $53,000, a median of $10,000, 
and 35 percent zeros. 

The critical assumption underlying our anal- 
ysis is that the magnitude of the lottery prize is 
random. Given this assumption the background 
characteristics and pre-lottery earnings should 
not differ significantly between nonwinners and 
winners. However, the t-statistics in Table 1 
show that nonwinners are significantly more 
educated than winners, and they are also older. 

This likely reflects the differences between sea- 
son ticket holders and single ticket buyers as the 
differences between all winners and the big 
winners tend to be smaller.15 To investigate 
further whether the assumption of random as- 
signment of lottery prizes is more plausible 
within the more narrowly defined subsamples, 
we regressed the lottery prize on a set of 21 
pre-lottery variables (years of education, age, 
number of tickets bought, year of winning, earn- 
ings in six years prior to winning, dummies for 
sex, college, age over 55, age over 65, for 
working at the time of winning, and dummies 
for positive earnings in six years prior to win- 
ning). Testing for the joint significance of all 21 
covariates in the full sample of 496 observations 
led to a chi-squared statistic of 99.9 (dof 21), 
highly significant (p < 0.001). In the sample of 
237 winners, the chi-squared statistic was 64.5, 
again highly significant (p < 0.001). In the 
sample of 193 small winners, the chi-squared 
statistic was 28.6, not significant at the 10- 
percent level. This provides some support for 
assumption of random assignment of the lottery 
prizes, at least within the subsample of small 
winners. 13 See the Appendix in Imbens et al. (1999) for the 

questionnaire with the exact formulation of the questions. 
14 To reduce the effect of item nonresponse for this last 

variable, total financial wealth, we added zeros to all miss- 
ing savings categories for those people who reported posi- 
tive savings for at least one of the categories. That is, if 
someone reports positive savings in the category "retire- 
ment accounts," but did not answer the question for mutual 
funds, we impute a zero for mutual funds in the construction 
of total financial wealth. For the 462 observations on total 
financial wealth, zeros were imputed for 27 individuals for 
retirement savings and for 30 individuals for mutual funds and 
general savings. As a result, the average of the two savings 
categories does not add up to the average of total savings, and 
the number of observations for the total savings variable is 
larger than that for each of the two savings categories. 

15 Although the differences between small and big win- 
ners are smaller than those between winners and losers, 
some of them are still significant. The most likely cause is 
the differential nonresponse by lottery prize. Because we do 
know for all individuals, respondents or nonrespondents, the 
magnitude of the prize, we can directly investigate the 
correlation between response and prize. Such a non-zero 
correlation is a necessary condition for nonresponse to lead 
to bias. The t-statistic for the slope coefficient in a logistic 
regression of response on the logarithm of the yearly prize 
is -3.5 (the response rate goes down with the prize), 
lending credence to this argument. 
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FIGURE 1. AVERAGE EARNINGS FOR NONWINNERS, WINNERS, AND BIG WINNERS 

Note: Solid line = nonwinners; dashed line = winners; dotted line = big winners. 

On average the individuals in our basic sample 
won yearly prizes of $26,000 (averaged over the 
$55,000 for winners and zero for nonwinners). 
Typically they won 10 years prior to completing 
our survey in 1996, implying they are on average 
halfway through their 20 years of lottery payments 
when they responded in 1996. We asked all indi- 
viduals how many tickets they bought in a typical 
week in the year they won the lottery.!1 As ex- 
pected, the number of tickets bought is consider- 
ably higher for winners than for nonwinners. On 
average, the individuals in our basic sample are 50 
years old at the time of winning, which, for the 
average person was in 1986; 35 percent of the 
sample was over 55 and 15 percent was over 65 
years old at the time of winning; 63 percent of the 
sample was male. The average number of years of 
schooling, calculated as years of high school plus 
years of college plus 8, is equal to 13.7; 64 percent 
claimed at least one year of college. 

We observe, for each individual in the basic 
sample, Social Security earnings for six years pre- 
ceding the time of winning the lottery, for the year 
they won (year zero), and for six years following 
winning. Average earnings, in terms of 1986 dol- 
lars, rise over the pre-winning period from 
$13,930 to $16,330, and then decline back to 
$13,290 over the post-winning period. For those 
with positive Social Security earnings, average 
earnings rise over the entire 13-year period from 
$20,180 to $24,300. Participation rates, as mea- 
sured by positive Social Security earnings, grad- 

ually decline over the 13 years, starting at around 
70 percent before going down to 56 percent. Fig- 
ures 1 and 2 present graphs for average earnings 
and the proportion of individuals with positive 
earnings for the three groups, nonwinners, win- 
ners, and big winners. One can see a modest 
decline in earnings and proportion of individuals 
with positive earnings for the full winner sample 
compared to the nonwinners after winning the 
lottery, and a sharp and much larger decline for 
big winners at the time of winning. A simple 
difference-in-differences type estimate of the mar- 
ginal propensity to earn out of unearned income 
(mpe) can be based on the ratio of the difference 
in the average change in earnings before and after 
winning the lottery for two groups and the differ- 
ence in the average prize for the same two groups. 
For the winners, the difference in average earnings 
over the six post-lottery years and the six pre- 
lottery years is -$1,877 and for the nonwinners 
the average change is $448. Given a difference in 
average prize of $55,000 for the winner/nonwin- 
ners comparison, the estimated mpe is (- 1,877 - 
448)/(55,000 - 0) = -0.042 (SE 0.016). For the 
big-winners/small-winners comparison, this esti- 
mate is -0.059 (SE 0.018). In Section IV we 
report estimates for this quantity using more so- 
phisticated analyses. 

On average the value of all cars was $18,200. 
For housing the average value was $166,300, 
with an average mortgage of $44,200.12 We 
aggregated the responses to financial wealth 
into two categories. The first concerns retirement 

" Because there were some extremely large numbers (up 
to 200 tickets per week), we transformed this valiable 
somewhat arbitrarily by taking the minimum of the number 
reported and ten. The results were not sensitive to this 
transformation. 

12 Note that this is averaged over the entire sample, with 
zeros included for the 7 percent of respondents who re- 
ported not owning their homes. 



Instrumental Variable Methods

1) Another strategy to overcome endogeneity is instrumenting

for wage rate

2) Mroz (1987): often-cited survey/meta-analysis of earlier

studies

3) Uses PSID to test widely-used IV’s for married women’s

wage

li = α+ βw + γX + ε

w = θZ + µ

4) Uses Hausman specification/overidentification test to show

that many instruments violate EZε = 0
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Hausman Test

1) Suppose you can divide instrument set into those that are

credibly exogenous (Z) and those that are questionable (Z∗)

2) Null hypothesis: both are exogenous

3) Alternative hypothesis: Z∗ is endogenous

4) Compute IV estimate of β with small and large instrument

set and test for equality of the coefficients

5) Note that is often a very low power test (accept validity if

instruments are weak)
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Mroz 1987: Setup and Results

1) Uses background variables as “credibly exogenous” instru-

ments [Parents’ education, age, education polynomials]

2) Tests validity of labor market experience, average hourly

earnings, and previous reported wages

3) Rejects validity of all three

4) Shows that earlier estimates are highly fragile and unreliable

5) Contributed to emerging view that policy variation (e.g.,

taxes) was necessary to really identify these elasticities prop-

erly
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Tax Reform Variation (Eissa 1995)

1) Modern studies use tax changes as “natural experiments”

2) Representative example: Eissa (1995)

3) Uses the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to identify the effect

of MTRs on labor force participation and hours of married

women

4) TRA 1986 cut top income MTR from 50% to 28% from

1986 to 1988 but did not significantly change tax rates for the

middle class

5) Substantially increased incentives to work of wives of high

income husbands relative wives of middle income husbands
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Diff-in-Diff (DD) Methodology:

Step 1: Simple Difference

Outcome: LFP (labor force participation)

Two groups: Treatment group (T) which faces a change
[women married to high income husbands] and control group
(C) which does not [women married to middle income hus-
band]

Simple Difference estimate: D = LFPT − LFPC captures
treatment effect if absent the treatment, LFP equal across
2 groups

Note: assumption always holds when T and C status is ran-
domly assigned

Test for : Compare LFP before treatment happened DB =
LFPTB − LFP

C
B
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Diff-in-Diff (DD) Methodology:

Step 2: Diff-in-Difference (DD)

If DB 6= 0, can estimate DD:

DD = DA −DB = LFPTA − LFP
C
A − [LFPTB − LFP

C
B ]

(A = after reform, B = before reform)

DD is unbiased if parallel trend assumption holds:

Absent the change, difference across T and C would have
stayed the same before and after

Regression estimation of DD:

LFPit = β0AFTER+ β1TREAT + γAFTER · TREAT + ε

γ̂ = LFPTA − LFP
C
A − [LFPTB − LFP

C
B ]
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Diff-in-Diff (DD) Methodology

DD most convincing when groups are very similar to start with
[closer to randomized experiment]

Can test DD using data from more periods and plot the two
time series to check parallel trend assumption

Use alternative control groups [not as convincing as potential
control groups are many]

In principle, can create a DDD as the difference between actual
DD and DDPlacebo (DD between 2 control groups). However,
DDD of limited interest in practice because

(a) if DDPlacebo 6= 0, DD test fails, hard to believe DDD re-
moves bias

(b) if DDPlacebo = 0, then DD=DDD but DDD has higher s.e.
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Eissa 1995: Results

1) Participation elasticity around 0.4 but large standard errors

2) Hours elasticity of 0.6

3) Total elasticity (unconditional hours) is 0.4 + 0.6 = 1
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Eissa 1995: Caveats

1) Does the common trends assumption hold? Potential story
biasing the result:

Trend toward “power couples” and thus DD might not be
due to taxes: In 1983-1985, professionals had non-working
spouses, In 1989-1991, professionals married to professionals
[and no change for middle class]

2) LFP before the reform is very different across T and C

groups ⇒ DD sensitive to functional form assumption [such
as levels vs logs]

3) Liebman and Saez (2006) plot full time-series CPS plot
and show that Eissa’s results are not robust using admin data
(SSA matched to SIPP) [unfortunately, IRS public tax data
does not break down earnings within couples]
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Responses to Low-Income Transfer Programs

1) Particular interest in treatment of low incomes in a pro-

gressive tax system: are they responsive to incentives?

2) Complicated set of transfer programs in US

a) In-kind: food stamps, Medicaid, public housing, job train-

ing, education subsidies

b) Cash: TANF, EITC, SSI

3) See Gruber undergrad textbook for details on institutions
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Overall Costs of Anti Poverty Programs

1) US government (fed+state and local) spent $600bn in 2008

on income-tested programs

a) About 4% of GDP but 15% of $4 Trillion govt budget

(fed+state+local).

b) About 50% is health care (Medicaid)

2) Only $150 billion in cash (1% of GDP, or 25% of transfer

spending)
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1996 Welfare Reform

1) Largest change in welfare policy

2) Reform modified AFDC cash welfare program to provide
more incentives to work (renamed TANF)

a) Requiring recipients to go to job training or work

b) Limiting the duration for which families able to receive
welfare

c) Reducing phase out rate of benefits

3) Variation across states because Fed govt. gave block grants
with guidelines

4) EITC also expanded during this period: general shift from
welfare to “workfare”
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Monthly Welfare Case Loads: 1963-2000
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Welfare Reform: Two Empirical Questions

1) Incentives: did welfare reform actually increase labor supply?

Test whether EITC expansions affect labor supply

2) Benefits: did removing many people from transfer system

reduce their welfare? How did consumption change?

3) Focus on single mothers, who were most impacted by re-

form
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Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) program

Hotz-Scholz (2003) and Eissa-Hoynes ’06 detailed surveys

1) EITC started small in the 1970s but was expanded in 1986-
88, 1994-96, 2008-09: today, largest means-tested cash trans-
fer program [$50bn in 2009, 20m families recipients]

2) Eligibility: families with kids and low earnings.

3) Refundable Tax credit: administered through income tax as
annual tax refund received in Feb-April, year t+1 (for earnings
in year t)

4) EITC has flat pyramid structure with phase-in (negative
MTR), plateau, (0 MTR), and phase-out (positive MTR)

5) States have added EITC components to their income taxes
[in general a percentage of the Fed EITC, great source of
natural experiments, understudied bc CPS too small]
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EITC Amount as a Function of Earnings

Earnings ($)
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Theoretical Behavioral Responses to the EITC

Extensive margin: positive effect on Labor Force Participa-

tion

Intensive margin: earnings conditional on working, mixed

effects

1) Phase in: (a) Substitution effect: work more due to 40%

inc. in net wage, (b) Income effect: work less →Net effect:

ambiguous; probably work more

2) Plateau: Pure income effect (no change in net wage) →Net

effect: work less

3) Phase out: (a) Substitution effect: work less, (b) Income

effect: also work less →Net effect: work less
75



Eissa and Liebman 1996

1) Pioneering study of labor force participation of single moth-

ers before/after 1986-7 EITC expansion using CPS data

2) Limitation: this expansion was relatively small

3) Diff-in-Diff strategy:

a) Treatment group: single women with kids

b) Control group: single women without kids

c) Comparison periods: 1984-1986 vs. 1988-1990
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Eissa and Liebman 1996: Results

1) Find a small but significant DD effect: 2.4% (larger DD

effect 4% among women with low education) ⇒ Translates

into substantial participation elasticities above 0.5

2) Note the labor force participation for women with/without

children are not great comparison groups (70% LFP vs. +90%):

time series evidence is only moderately convincing

3) Subsequent studies have used much bigger EITC expansions

of the mid 1990s and also find positive effects on labor force

participation of single women/single mothers

4) Conventional standard errors probably overstate precision
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Bertrand-Duflo-Mullainathan QJE’04

Show that conventional standard errors in fixed effects regres-
sions with state reform variation are too high

Randomly generated placebo state laws: half the states pass
law at random date. Ist is one if state s has law in place at
time t.

Use female wages wist in CPS data and run OLS:

wist = As +Bt + bIst + εist

b̂ significant (5% level) in 65% of cases ⇒ εist are not iid

Clustering by state*year cells is not enough (significant 45%
of the time)

Need to cluster at state level to obtain reasonable s.e. because
of strong serial correlation within states
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Meyer and Rosenbaum 2001

1) Exploit the much bigger 1990s expansion in EITC

2) Document dramatic (6 pp, 10%) increase in LFP for single

women with children around EITC expansion

3) No change for women without children

4) Problem: expansion took place at same time as welfare

reform

5) Try to disentangle effects of welfare waivers, changes in

AFDC and state taxes, etc. using state-level variation

Bottom line: elasticity of participation w.r.t. tax/transfer in-

centives is significant
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Labor Force Participation Rates for Women by Marital Status and Children

(Ages 20-65)
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Meyer and Rosenbaum 2001

1)Analyze the introduction of EITC and Welfare waivers for

the period 1984-1996 using CPS data

2) Identification strategy: compare single mothers to single

women without kids

3) Key covariates in regression model: (a) EITC, (b) AFDC

benefits, (c) Medicaid, (d) Waivers, (e) Training, (f) Child

Care
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Meyer and Rosenbaum 2001

From 1984-1996, the extra increase in single mom’s relative

to single women without kids is explained by:

a) EITC expansion (60%)

b) Welfare max benefit reduction (AFDC and food stamps)

(25%)

c) Medicaid if work (-10%) (insignificant and wrong sign)

d) Welfare waivers (time limits) 15%

e) Child care and training: 15%
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Eissa and Hoynes 2004

1) EITC based on family rather than individual income

2) Study married couples with low earnings, recognizing that
EITC reduces their incentive to work

3) Married women with husband earning $10-15K are in the
phase-out range and face high MTR’s

a) Payroll tax 15%

b) EITC phase-out 20%

c) State and federal income tax 0-20%

3) Similar identification strategy: compare those with and
without kids
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Eissa and Hoynes: Results

1) Conclude that EITC expansions between 1984 and 1996:

a) Increased married men’s labor force participation by 0.2%

b) Reduced married women’s labor force participation by about

1%

2) Implies that the EITC is effectively subsidizing married

mothers to stay at home and reducing total labor supply for

married households
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Meyer and Sullivan 2004

1) Examine the consumption patterns of single mothers and

their families from 1984–2000 using CEX data

2) Question: did single mothers’ consumption fall because they

lost welfare benefits and were forced to work?
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Total Consumption: Single Mothers 1984-2000
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Relative Consumption: single women with/without children
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Relative Consumption: married vs. single mothers
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Meyer and Sullivan: Results

1) Material conditions of single mothers did not decline in re-

cent years, either in absolute terms or relative to single child-

less women or married mothers

2) In most cases, evidence suggests that the material condi-

tions of single mothers have improved slightly

3) Question: is this because economy was booming in 1990s?

4) Is workfare approach more problematic in current economy?
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EITC Behavioral Studies

Strong evidence of response along extensive margin, little ev-
idence of response along intensive margin (except for self-
employed) ⇒ Possibly due to lack of understanding of the
program

Qualitative surveys show that:

Low income families know about EITC and understand that
they get a tax refund if they work

However very few families know whether tax refund ↑ or ↓ with
earnings

Such confusion might be good for the government as the EITC
induces work along participation margin without discouraging
work along intensive margin
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Chetty and Saez ’09 EITC INFO

1) Randomized experiment with tax preparer H&R Block: tax
pros [H&R Block employees] provide EITC information to half
of 43,000 EITC filers in 2008 tax season

2) Analyze whether earnings the following year are affected by
the information treatment

Key results:

1) Half of the tax pros induce treated clients to increase their
EITC refunds by choosing an earnings level closer to the peak
of the EITC schedule

2) Rest of tax professionals seem to increase earnings of their
treated clients across the board [possible

3) Treatment effects are larger for the self-employed
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Year 2 Earnings Distributions: 1 Dep., Clients of Complying Tax Preparers
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Year 2 Earnings Distributions: 2+ Deps.,  Complying Tax Preparers
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Self-Employed Clients of Complying Tax Professionals: 1 Dependent

Post-Treatment (Year 2) Earnings ($)

Control Treatment EITC Amount
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Chetty and Saez ’09 IMPLICATIONS

Empirical work:

Information should be a key explanatory variable in estimation

of behavioral responses to govt programs

Cannot identify structural parameters of preferences without

modelling information and salience

Normative analysis:

Information is a powerful and inexpensive policy tool to affect

behavior

Should be incorporated into optimal policy design problems
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ADVANCE EITC

Recipients get EITC with tax refund in a single annual refund

in Feb year t + 1 which seems suboptimal: (a) free interest

loan to govt and (b) harder to smooth consumption [surveys

show that primary use of tax refund is to pay overdue bills]

Tax filers have option to use Advance EITC to get part of

EITC in the paycheck by filing a W5 form with employer [re-

verse of tax withholding]: take up extremely low (<2%)

Possible explanation: (a) Information, (b) Lack of employer

cooperation, (c) Risk of owing taxes if not EITC eligible, (d)

Tax filers like big refunds, (e) Inertia (default is no Advance

EITC)
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ADVANCE EITC

Jones AEJ-AP’10 carries a randomized experiment with large
employer to encourage take-up and gets significant but very
small take-up effect suggesting that (a) [Information] and (b)
[Employer cooperation] cannot explain low take-up

(d) [Love of refunds] seems plausible but (1) not supplied
by market absent refunds [employers could also pay part of
wages as annual lumpsum], (2) A-EITC use has not ↑ with
EITC expansions

(c) [Risk of owing taxes] and (e) [Inertia] are likely part of the
explanation

Interesting research topic: Have big tax refunds fuelled low
income credit [tax refund loans, payday loans, etc.]? Are big
refunds useful forced saving mechanisms?
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Other Behavioral Responses to Transfer Programs

1) Bitler, Gelbach, and Hoynes (2005): distributional effects

are very important in understanding welfare programs because

of nonlinearities in bc → cannot just look at means

2) Other studies have examined effects of low-income assis-

tance programs on other margins such as family structure (di-

vorce rate, number of kids) and find limited effects

3) Empirical work on tagging and in-kind programs is more

limited and is an important area for further research
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Changing Married Women Elasticities: Blau and Kahn
JOLE’07

1) Identify elasticities from 1980-2000 using grouping instru-
ment

a) Define cells (year/age/education) and compute mean wages

b) Instrument for actual wage with mean wage

2) Identify purely from group-level variation, which is less con-
taminated by individual endogenous choice

3) Results: (a) total hours elasticity for married women (in-
cluding int + ext margin) shrank from 0.4 in 1980 to 0.2
today, (b) effect of husband earnings ↓ overtime

4) Interpretation: elasticities shrink as women become more
attached to the labor force
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Summary of Static Labor Supply Literature

1) Small elasticities for prime-age males

Probably institutional restrictions, need for at least one in-

come, etc. prevent a short-run response

2) Larger responses for workers who are less attached to labor

force: Married women, low incomes, retirees

3) Responses driven by extensive margin

a) Extensive margin (participation) elasticity around 0.2-0.5

b) Intensive margin (hours) elasticity close 0
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Intertemporal Models and the MaCurdy Critique

1) What parameter do reduced-form regressions of labor sup-

ply on wages or taxes identify?

2) MaCurdy critique: reduced-form studies did not identify

any parameter of interest in a dynamic model

3) Instead, estimate a mix of income effects, intertemporal

substitution effects, and compensated wage elasticities

4) MaCurdy (1981) develops a structural estimation method

(two stage budgeting) to identify preference parameters in a

life-cycle model of labor supply (see Chetty ’06 for simple

exposition)
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Life Cycle Model of Labor Supply

General model is of the form:

U(c0, .., cT , l0, .., lT )

s.t. A0 +
∑

wtlt/(1 + r)t ≥
∑

ct/(1 + r)t (λ)

Key Assumption for inter-temporal budget is no credit con-

straints

⇒ First order conditions:

Ult(c0, .., cT , l0, .., lT ) + λwt/(1 + r)t = 0

Uct(c0, .., cT , l0, .., lT )− λ/(1 + r)t = 0

In the general case, lt(A0, w0, .., wT ) same as the multi-good

choice – no generic results
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Life Cycle Model: Time Separability

By assuming time separability can rewrite the problem as:

U =
T∑
t=0

βtu(ct, lt)

Leads to simpler first order conditions

lt : βtult + λwt/(1 + r)t = 0

ct : βtuct − λ/(1 + r)t = 0

Combining yields: −ul = wtuc

Intratemporal FOC same as in static model

Intertemporal FOC: uct/uct+1 = β(1 + r)
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Dynamic Life Cycle Model: Policy Rules

1) λ = uc0 is the marginal utility of initial consumption

2) The two first order conditions imply that

lt = l(wt, λ/(β(1 + r))t)

ct = c(wt, λ/(β(1 + r))t)

3) Current labor and consumption choice depends on current
wt

4) All other wage rates and initial wealth enter only through
the budget constraint multiplier λ (MaCurdy 1981)

5) Easy to see for separable utility [u(c) concave, v(l) convex]:

u(c, l) = u(c)− v(l)

⇒ v′(lt) = λwt/[β(1 + r)]t

⇒ lt = v′−1(λwt/[β(1 + r)]t)

6) Sufficiency of λ greatly simplifies solution to ITLS model
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Dynamic Life Cycle Model: Frisch Elasticity

Frisch intertemporal labor supply elasticity defined as:

δ = (
wt

lt
)
∂l

∂wt
|λ

Experiment: change wage rate in one period only, holding all

other wages, and consumption profile constant

Can show that δ > 0: work more today to take advantage of

temporarily higher wage

In separable case:

v′(lt) = λwt/[β(1 + r)]t

⇒
∂l

∂wt
|λ =

λ

[β(1 + r)]tv′′(lt)
> 0
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Frisch vs Hicksian Elasticity: Illustrative Example

Suppose that you are paid a piece rate

It takes 1 hour of work to make a piece

You usually work from 8am-12pm and 1pm-5pm.

Suppose your employer tells you that the piece rate will be

twice as high only during the 12pm-1pm time slot

What do you do?

→Have lunch earlier at 11am-12pm and work from 12pm-1pm
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ITLS and Income Effects

Single inter-temporal budget constraint:

A0 +
∑

wtlt/(1 + r)t ≥
∑

ct/(1 + r)t

⇒ Receiving $ M in year 0 vs. $ (1 + r)t ·M in year t has the
same impact on labor supply

Temporary transfer has a small effect on labor in all periods

In reality, temporary transfers seem to have large effects on
labor supply [e.g., severance payments, Card-Chetty-Weber
QJE’08] ⇒

(1) Many people are credit constrained: static labor supply
model might be a better depiction of reality

(2) People might not make intertemporal choices as in ITLS
model [behavioral economics]
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Dynamic Life Cycle Model: Three Types of Wage

Changes

1) Evolutionary change: movements along profile (life-cycle)

2) Parametric change: temporary tax cut

3) Profile shift: changing the wage rate in all periods

a) Equivalent to a permanent parametric change

b) Implicitly the elasticity that static studies estimate with

unanticipated tax changes
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Frisch vs. Compensated vs. Uncompensated Elasticities

Frisch elasticity: changing wages in a single period and keeping

marginal utility of income λ constant

Compensated static elasticity: changing wages in all periods

but keeping utility constant

Uncompensated static elasticity: changing wages in all periods

with no compensation
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Frisch vs. Compensated vs. Uncompensated Elasticities

Intertemporal substitution: Frisch elasticity ≥ Compensated

static elasticity

Income effects: Compensated static elasticity ≥ Uncompen-

sated static elasticity

Difference in Frisch and Compensated elasticities also loosely

related to anticipated vs. unanticipated changes

Looney and Singhal (2007) exploit this reasoning to identify

Frisch elasticity [MTR changes predictably when filers loose a

child exemption]

Frisch elasticity is of central interest for calibration of macro

business cycle models
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MaCurdy 1983

1) Structural estimate using panel data for men and within-

person wage variation

2) Find both Frisch and compensated wage elasticity of around

0.15

3) But his wage variation is not exogenous
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Pencavel 2002

1) Instruments with trade balance interacted with schooling

and age

2) Frisch elasticity: 0.2

3) Uncompensated wage elasticity: 0-0.2

Instruments not credibly exogenous but results closer to struc-

turally interpretable parameters
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Critique of ITLS models

• Card critique of value of ITLS model

a) Fails to explain most variation in hours over lifecycle

b) Sheds little light on profile-shift elasticities that we care

about for policy

• Core “structural vs. reduced-form” divide in applied microe-

conomics: Trade off between credible identification and well

defined theoretical framework
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Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir 1998

1) Good combination of structural and reduced form methods

on labor supply

2) Argue against standard DD approach, where treatment/control

groups are endogenously defined

a) Reduced tax rate may pull households from low income

group to high income group

b) Need group definitions that are stable over time

3) Use birth cohort (decade) interacted with education (e.g.

high school or more)
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Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir 1998

1) Construct group-level labor supply measures for women in

couples

2) Measure how labor supply co-varies with wages rates net

of taxes in the UK in 1980s

3) Importantly, tax reforms during this period affected groups

very differently

4) Use consumption data as a control for permanent income

5) Can therefore obtain a structurally interpretable (λ con-

stant) estimate
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Blundell, Duncan, and Meghir: Results

1) Compensated wage elasticities: 0.15-0.3, depending on

number of kids

2) No income effects when no kids, moderate income effects

when kids present

3) Identification assumption is common trends across cohort/education

groups

4) However, reforms in 80s went in opposite directions at dif-

ferent times → Secular trends cannot explain everything

5) See Blundell and MaCurdy (1999) for additional ITLS es-

timates
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Intertemporal Substitution: High Frequency Studies

1) Recent literature focuses on high frequency substitution

2) Focus on groups with highly flexible and well measured

labor supply such as:

a) cab drivers [Camerer et al. QJE’97, Farber JPE’05, AER-

PP’08, Crawford-Meng ’09]

b) stadium vendors [Oettinger JPE’99]

c) cycling messengers [Fehr-Goette AER’07]
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Camerer et al. QJE’97

Examine how variation across days in wage rate for cab drivers

(arising from variation in waiting times) correlates with hours

worked

a) Striking finding: strong negative effect

b) Interpret this as “target earning” – strongly contradicts

standard intertemporal labor supply model

c) Would suggest very counter intuitive effects for temporary

tax changes, etc.
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Farber: Division Bias

Argues that Camerer et al. evidence of target earning behavior
is driven by econometric problems

Camerer et al. regression specification:

hit = α+ βeit/hit + εit

Camerer et al. recognize this and try to instrument using
average daily wage w̄t across all drivers

But there may be a random component to hours at the group
level (e.g., good weather makes job more pleasant ⇒ more
hours and smaller wages at the group level)

⇒ Spuriously find a negative association between average daily
wage and average hours
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Farber: Within-Day Volatility

Farber’s alternative test for target earnings: hazard model

Quit = f(cum hours, cum inc)

Result: main determinant of quitting is hours worked (fa-

tigue), NOT cumulative income ⇒ Rejects target earning, but

does not yield ITLS estimate

Two other studies find positive ITLS:

a) Bicycle messengers (randomized experiment with 25% wage

subsidy for 4 weeks): work more days and earn more when

wages higher but effort per day ↓ [fatigue effect]

b) Baseball stadium vendors (work more in high attendance

games)
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But structural parameters estimated in these studies are not

of direct interest to public finance because they are too high
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Macro Evidence

1) Macroeconomists estimate/calibrate elasticities by examin-

ing long-term trends/cross-country comparisons

2) Identification more questionable but estimates perhaps more

relevant to long-run policy questions of interest

3) Use aggregate hours data and aggregate measures of taxes

(average tax rates)

4) But highly influential in calibration of macroeconomic mod-

els
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Trend-based Estimates and Macro Evidence

Long-Run: US wage rates multiplied by about 10 from 1900
to present due to economic growth

Male hours have fallen slightly and then stabilized

⇒ Uncompensated hours of work elasticity is small

However, taxes are rebated as transfers so can still have labor
supply effect of taxes if compensated elasticity is large

Short-Run: Hours worked are strongly pro-cyclical [unem-
ployment in recessions and overtime in booms]

Real business cycles do not have involuntary unemployment
[questionable assumption] ⇒ Variation in hours due to labor
supply ⇒ Frisch elasticity must be very large for macro-models
to work
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Prescott 2005

Uses data on hours worked by country in 1970 and 1995 for 7
OECD countries [total hours/people age 15-64]

Technique to identify elasticity: calibration of GE model

Rough intuition: posit a labor supply model, e.g.

u(c, l) = c−
l1+1/ε

1 + 1/ε

Finds that elasticity of ε = 1.2 best matches time series and
cross-sectional patterns

Note that this is analogous to a regression without controls
for other variables

Results verified in subsequent calibrations by Ohanina-Raffo-
Rogerson JME’08 and others using more data
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Davis and Henrekson 2005

Run regressions of hours worked on tax variables with various

controls

Some panel evidence, but primarily cross-sectional

Separate intensive and extensive margin responses
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Reconciling Micro and Macro Estimates

Recent interest in reconciling micro and macro elasticity esti-

mates

Three potential explanations

a) Statistical Bias: regulations, culture differs in countries with

higher tax rates [Alesina, Glaeser, Sacerdote 2005]

b) Extensive vs. Intensive margin [Rogerson and Wallenius

2008]

L = Nh
d logL

d(1− τ)
=

d logN

d(1− τ)
+

d logh

d(1− τ)
>

d logh

d(1− τ)

c) Other programs: retirement, education affect labor supply

at beginning and end
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Blundell (Mirrlees Review)

Strong evidence that variation in aggregate hours of work

across countries happens among the young and the old: (a)

schooling-work margin (b) presence of young children (for

women), (c) early retirement

Serious Cross-country time series analysis would require to put

together a better tax wedge by age groups which includes all

those additional govt programs [welfare, retirement, child care]

This has been done quite successfully in the case of retirement

by series of books by Gruber and Wise, Retirement around the

world

⇒ Need to develop a more comprehensive international / time

series database of tax wedges by age and family types
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• There are certain key margins where tax rates impinge on 

earnings decisions. 

• For many male workers this is at the beginning and at the end 

of their working lives. These are the schooling-work margins 

and the early retirement margins. 

• Indeed much of the difference in male employment across 

OECD countries occurs at these points in the life-cycle.

The taxation of income from earnings

Male employment by age – US, FR and UK 2005
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Male employment by age – US, FR and UK 1975
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Female Employment by age – US, FR and UK 2005
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• For women earnings are influenced by taxes and benefits not 

only at these margins but also when there are young children in 

the family. 

• For women with younger children it is not usually just an 

employment decision that is important it is also whether to 

work part-time or full-time. 

• Often the employment margin is referred to as the extensive 

margin of work and the part-time or hours of work decisions 

more generally as the intensive margin. 

The taxation of income from earnings

Female Employment by age – US, FR and UK 1975
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